Module: Introduction to Politics - DCU In addition to tracing the evolution of the modern state and political ideas and ideologies, the course focuses on issues that confront people from all parts of the world. Amazon.com: Introduction to Politics (9780199605729): Robert Pearson - Introduction to Political Science Introduction to Politics (POLI1020) / Course / The University of . An introduction to the study and nature of politics, including political theory, political parties, electoral systems, public policy and international relations. Introduction to Politics and Society SAGE Publications Ltd From a general summary to chapter summaries to explanations of famous quotes, the SparkNotes Introduction to Political Science Study Guide has everything: POL100 Introduction to Politics Political Science: An Introduction Plus NEW MyPoliticaLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package, Which Side Are You On?: An Introduction to Politics, 1/E. Politics: An Introduction (Online) Oxford University Department for . Description: This course will provide you with a broad overview of the study of politics at an introductory level. The course introduces you to the discipline of politics. The first aim of this course is to introduce students to some of the key concepts in the discipline of Political Science: power, influence, authority, legitimacy. 200.161 Introduction to Politics - 2016 - Massey University 17 Dec 2013 - 6 min - Uploaded by Professor Tamir Sukkary What is political science? Why study political science? What are the major subdisciplines? POL2105 Introduction to Political Science - City University of Hong Kong. Introduction to political science. S. Hix and M. Whiting, PS1172, 2012. Undergraduate study in Economics, Management, Finance and the Social Sciences. Royal Holloway Introduction to Politics and Government History . Please Note: Course profiles marked as not available may still be in development. Course description. This course introduces students to the study of politics. POLI 1019: Introduction to Politics and Government Learn about basic political science concepts through fun and engaging video lessons. These lessons can help you learn more about key topics in this field. Introduction to Politics & Public Policy - University of Queensland Introduction to Politics (IP) gives a broad overview of the academic analysis of politics. Rather than merely listing political institutions, their powers and limits, this course is intended as an introduction to political philosophy as seen through an examination of some of the major texts and thinkers of the Western political tradition. Course: POLSC101: Introduction to Politics - Saylor Academy This 2006 book is a broad-ranging introduction that challenges readers to think critically about political arguments and institutions. Introduction to Political Science - YouTube Introduction to Politics POL100 (POL100A -- Autumn; POL100B -- Spring) ?Political Systems - University of Southampton How to apply - Visits & open days - After you graduate - Career paths - Money matters. LeftRight. Home. Social Sciences: Politics & International Relations. Introduction to Politics (PO107) - University of Warwick Bringing together an expert team of authors, Introduction to Politics, Second Edition, provides an intellectually stimulating yet accessible introduction to politics. Open Yale Courses Introduction to Political Philosophy 4AAOB103 Introduction to Politics module description. Department of European & International Studies. GV101 Introduction to Political Science Buy Introduction to Politics by Robert Garner, Peter Ferdinand, Stephanie Lawson (ISBN: 9780199605729) from Amazon's Book Store. Free UK delivery on Political Science 101: Intro to Political Science Course - Online . ?Canadians are fortunate to live in a country where one may choose one's degree of participation in government. Some become activists either in a political party 11 Oct 2007 . Parliament is the place where politicians meet to decide laws and make decisions on running the UK, although some issues in Scotland, Wales OUP: Garner: Introduction to Politics - Oxford University Press The goal of this course is to introduce you to the discipline's concepts, terminology, and methods and to explore instances of applied political science through . Introduction to Politics: Amazon.co.uk: Robert Garner, Peter Ferdinand, Stephanie Lawson and David MacDonald (ISBN: 9780195443035): Books - Amazon.ca.